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>travel far: mediterranean cruise

I
’M NOT SURE THAT A MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE is on everyone’s 
bucket list, but I’d strongly recommend considering it. And, if you 
decide to indulge in a trip of warm azure seas, sun-washed iconic 
structures that go back to the very beginnings of Western Civilization 
and wonderful food, well, a Holland America cruise is the way to go.
We booked a 10-day cruise on the Koningsdam, Holland America’s 

first ship of its Pinnacle class, a 2,650-passenger vessel that offers an 
experience full of surprises, comfort, luxury, learning and relaxation. 
The Koningsdam features 13 restaurants, a spa, two pools, and large, airy, 
modern spaces to sit back, put your feet up, and take a deep breath as the 
world passes you by (with outstanding scenery!).

KONINGSDAM: FLOATING BLISS
Since half the fun of a cruise is the ship, it’s important to select the 

right type of ship and line. With Holland America, there are no wild, 
frat party scenes but there are enough organized activities (some with 
a fee) to keep everyone engaged, such as Pilates, martini sampling, 
shuffleboard, ping pong and high tea. Nor is the onboard atmosphere 
stodgy or so upscale that regular folks might feel uncomfortable. 

What Holland America provides is an experience that can be enjoyed 
by all generations. Club Hal is for the underage crowd with age-
appropriate activities and food (burgers and fries) readily available by the 
pool. There is also an adults-only pool. In terms of adult entertainment, 
it is everything one would expect from a top cruise line, without the 
cheese factor. The Mainstage and the World Stage provide dazzling, lively 
entertainment nightly, and for those who want a more intimate scene, BB 
King’s Blues Club brings a mix of jazz and the blues — with a little rock 
thrown in — designed to keep the night from ending.

I especially treasured the opportunity for calm sophistication, hearing 
classical musical while enjoying a drink and listening to the highly talented 
musicians at the Lincoln Center Stage. It was pure delight.

Recognizing that its passengers are foodies, the line forged 
relationships with America’s Test Kitchens and Food + Wine. Daily hands-
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ANCIENT WORLDS UNFOLD ON 
MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE

Iconic structures, artisans and glorious food (both on land 
and the ship) highlight a Poster-Perfect Bucket List Trip
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on cooking classes were packed with a rapt audience. 
Guests, for $79, can also indulge in a special wine 
experience where connoisseurs and novices alike partake 
in the art of winemaking. Working with wines from 
Château Ste. Michelle, Washington State’s oldest winery, 
BLEND lets guest learn, taste the notes from five barrels 
of single-vineyard red wine and then create their own 
special — you guessed it — blend. 

From the ubiquitous buffet to elegant dining, there 
is something everyone. The kitchen staff of 141 serves 
up about 12,000 meals a day. For casual diners there is 
the Lido Market (buffet), Dive-In (burgers and hot dogs) 
Grand Dutch Cafe (Dutch delights) New York Deli & 
Pizza and in-room dining. There are several stations on 
the Lido Market with my favorite being made-to-order 
salads and my dining companion’s being the sushi and 
carving station. But the Koningsdam really excels in its 
specialty dining with the Dining Room, Pinnacle Grill 
(steaks and chops); Tamarind (Indian and sushi); Sel de 
Mer (seafood) and Canaletto (Italian).

Travelgirl tip: By far the hit was the Sel de Mer with its 
garlicky escargots, whole lobsters and prepared-at-your-
table Dover sole.

DUBROVNIK, CROATIA
We left Rome and after a day at sea, Croatia unfolded. 

Dubrovnik is a UNESCO World Heritage site full of 
twisted alleyways, street performers, shops and Game 
of Throne souvenirs (some of this HBO cult classic is 
filmed here). The second one crosses the drawbridge 
over the (dry) moat one is almost transported back to 
Medieval times when the walls of this Adriatic coastal 
city were first built. (The stone walls were started in the 
12th century and continued to be built, added to, and 
fortified through the 17th century.) Pastry shops line the 
streets along with cafes offering fried sardines, mussels, 
calamari and other wonders from the sea. Prices are 
reasonable, and portions are hearty. 

We weren’t able to visit the 18th-century baroque 
Church of St. Blaise on Luza Square because a wedding 
was taking place, but we celebrated the marriage with 
friends and tourists alike. It was a genuine travel-
inspired moment, complete with the couple’s baby.

The walls that dominate Old Town were serious 
fortifications complete with 120 cannons that fought 
off enemies left and right. Don’t miss an opportunity to 
climb up the steep stairs (there are spots for resting and 
catching your breath) and walk the walls that encircle 
most of the Old Town. (Don’t even ask if there’s an 
elevator. You’ll get a brisk “No!”) Once you get to the top 
it’s worth it. The walk is slightly more than a mile and 
mostly level with slight ups and downs, but it offers a 
birds-eye view of the town below, the Adriatic Sea with 
kayakers passing by, children diving off cliffs and lime 
trees bearing fruit so bountiful you’ll be tempted to 
reach out and pick it.

Beautiful sunset at sea

Koningsdam

Dining Room on the Koningsdam

Inside the Koningsdam

Kitchen on the Koningsdam

Offerings from the Pinnacle Grill

Dover Sole served at the table

Fort Lovrijenac, Dubrovnik, Croatia

Dubrovnik
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NEXT STOP: KOTOR, MONTENEGRO
The small coastal town of Kotor, Montenegro is one 

of the best-preserved Medieval towns in Europe. The 
highlight is the Cathedral of Saint Tryphon, which was 
built in 1166 and suffered considerable damage in the 
earthquakes of 1667 and 1997. The town also is famous 
for its cats. Hundreds of them roam about, feasting on 
bowls of food left for them, and enjoying the kindness of 
tourists. Montenegrins love their cats so much, there’s 
even a cat museum in Kotor. 

We wandered and had a wonderful time by the farmer’s 
market just outside the city walls, munching on olives, 
cheese and salamis, sir (smoked cheese filled with nuts) 
and prsut, a local delicacy of smoke-dried ham. The  
vendors were generous with their time and explanations. 
But, in hindsight, we should have taken a Holland 
America excursion that got rave reviews. The Gastronomy 

tour started at the 
marketplace and then 
went to the private 
home of a chef who 
prepared a seafood 
lunch that showcased 
the local herbs and 
olive oil.

CORFU (KERKIRA), GREECE
Corfu was my 

favorite stop, a tiny island in the Ionian Sea that dates 
back to at least 1300 BC, Homer and The Iliad, the 
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Peloponnesian Wars and where St. Paul converted the residents to 
Christianity. After getting off the tender it was about a mile walk 
down a main road following signs for the Old Town. We almost 
gave up. And, then there it was. 

With a castle to our right, Old Town Corfu was a bustling place 
full of leathersmiths (yes, we bought a belt; should have bought 
more), spas with fish excited about nibbling your feet, cafes, and 
shops selling beautiful scarves (bought two; again, should have 
bought more). The shopping was divine and, frankly, the best 
on the whole trip. We were more than happy to ignore the many 
variations of the blue Mati or “Evil Eye” that stares at you on 
mugs, necklaces, T-shirts and tote bags. Things that we should 
have bought include handmade sandals, gloves, purses, white 
linen blouses and dresses, and jewelry. Note to self: pack a bigger 
suitcase next time.

Similar to Dubrovnik, every few steps led to a new alley with 
restaurants, olive oil shops, churches and museums. Our favorite 
was a pharmacy that stocked Greek toiletries and perfumes – 
all made with local ingredients. We bought an olive oil night 

cream ($35) and a men’s cologne. In fact, throughout the trip 
we bought local beauty products. I returned home with face 
creams made from goat’s milk, olive oil and volcanic ash, while 
my companion chose a variety of colognes featuring lime, sage 
and the scent of fir trees.

The hardest decision was which café to dine in and we 
finally just picked one and had a delightful meal of calamari 

and plump mussels, 
both fresh off the 
boat, accompanied by 
a cold local beer. 

KATAKOLON (OLYMPIA)
Home of the 

Olympics, Olympia 
is a charming seaside 
village with small 
cafes, shops with 
local crafts, and inns. 
But 25 miles to the 
east is where you step 

back 2,000 years and see the ruined Temple of Zeus and the 
remains of  the first Olympics. At the stadium, the starting 
blocks for those inaugural races are still intact. It takes a bit 
of an imagination — or a very flowery guide — to picture 
what it looked like back in the day. Helping is Augmented 
Reality Software that mixes real-time video with virtual 
elements. Essentially, you point the tablet’s camera at various 
locations and view them in their original form. Yesterday and 
today are right in front of you.
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Kotor

Kotor cat

Kotor

Kotor sidestreet

Beauty products

Corfu

Fortress at Katakolon, near Olympia

Walls at Katakolon, near Olympia

Fisherman’s boat at Katakolon
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ATHENS
What can one say about Athens? It’s the cradle of Western 

Civilization, a city with a population of about three million and is the 
second largest passenger port in the world. When we were there, so 
were 7,500 others from several ships, which made the city a bit more 
hectic and chaotic than normal.

We had one goal: to see the Parthenon and the Acropolis. Avoiding 
a formal excursion, we hailed a taxi from the port. The first thing one 
notices is the crowds. It seemed that just about all of the 7,500 newly 
alighted cruise passengers had the same idea as us, along with lots — and 
lots — of others. (Travelgirl tip: Buy your tickets to the Acropolis online and 
save yourself from having to stand for at least an hour in the hot sun.) 

It is not an easy hike but there are plenty of resting spots to look at 
ancient ruins, reconstruction efforts and Athens down below. Finally, 
we were there, and it is easy to just be overwhelmed by it all. Memories 
of ninth grade Ancient History flashed into my brain as I thought of 
Plato, Aristophanes, Socrates and the ancient gods. I stood in awe of the 
iconic Parthenon with its columns and friezes. The magnitude of this 
accomplishment was humbling and inspiring.

Afterwards, we trekked back down to the main street and hailed a cab. 
Interestingly the ride was only 11 Euros as opposed to the 65 Euros we were 
charged for the first trip. It seems cabs at the dock routinely take advantage 
of naive tourists. At the most, we were told, a trip from the docks to the 
Parthenon should cost no more than 20 Euros. Live and learn.

SANTORINI
Every step in Santorini could be on a tourist poster of Greece — and 

probably is. This delightful island oozes stark whitewashed clusters of 
homes, cobblestone walkways and vivid contrasting blue skies and seas. It 
simply is everything that you hoped 
and wanted Greece to look like.

We took a ship-organized tour 
of neighborhoods, which took us 
away from the tourist areas. We 
saw backyards with flowers and 
statues, fishermen selling their 
daily catches from a cart, old 
wrinkled women standing next 
to gates enticing tourists to take a 
picture of them (for a fee) and lots 
of nooks and crannies just begging 
for us to peek over fences and 
strain our necks to see delightful 
glimpses of every day life.

We started at the village of 
Megalochori to see traditional 
mansions and the quaint Church of 
the Virgin Mary. Next, we walked 
to the medieval Fort Kasteli at 
Eborio Village.

Our final stop was the volcanic 
black sand (and small stone) 
beach of Perissa. Perissa is one of the most popular beaches on the 
island, but in early October it was empty. We waded in the semi-warm 
water (while our shipmates all plunged in for long swims) and walked 
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Remains of buildings at the Acropolis

A Theater on the Acropolis

Thira, Santorini
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JODI, heart attack and stroke survivor.

You might not see or feel its symptoms, but the results – a heart attack or stroke – are far from invisible or silent.  
If you’ve come off your treatment plan, get back on it, or talk with your doctor to create a new exercise,  

diet and medication plan that works better for you.

Go to LowerYourHBP.org before it’s too late.

THIS IS WHAT HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE LOOKS LIKE.
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through the small town 
before settling on a seaside 
cafe to order cappuccinos, 
baklava and spinach pies.

Of course, the big 
challenge in Santorini is 
getting from Fira, Santorini’s 
capital, largest town and a 
great shopping area with 
everything from local crafts 
to international brands back 

to the ship or the Old Town. There are two basic ways (besides 
driving) one is to take the four-minute cable car ride, the other 
— and more famous — is to sit atop a donkey and let the 
beast of burden bring you to the bottom. We elected the cable 
car, which afforded sublime views of neighboring islands.

NAPLES, ITALY
Our final stop was Naples and while others went off to 

view the ruins of Pompei, we had a much more modern and 
pressing purpose: pizza eating. Naples is said to have the best 
pizza in the world and you can sit and enjoy it in sidewalk 
cafes or buy a slice and eat it as you walk and shop. The marvel 
of a Neapolitan pizza is how many fresh and large ingredients 
can be put on its thin crust without falling off. Turns out, a lot.

This Mediterranean cruise featured ancient cities, castles 
and walled fortifications. It was a cruise through history but 

also a welcomed peek into 
the everyday lifestyle of this 
charming region. I happily 
checked this off my bucket 
list, and will long remember 
the whirlwind of sights for 
the senses, both onboard 
and onshore. 

www.visitgreece.gr
www.hollandamerica.com

tg

A church in Santorini

Small house 
in Santorini

Doumo di San Gennaro in Naples

Umberto Gallery, Naples (Glass building)

Pizza eating in Naples
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Over 35 years ago Ivan Solomon and his brothers began a wholesale
diamond company in Atlanta supplying loose diamonds across the country.
Fast forward to today and Solomon Brothers Fine Jewelry has become
Atlanta’s best source for loose diamonds, diamond jewelry, engagement
rings, wedding bands, and watches. Ivan’s Son, Jaron, is continuing the
family legacy by offering an upscale shopping experience with exceptional
values. Solomon Brothers carries the largest selection of designer jewelry,
allowing you to find your own personal style, and the expert in-houseallowing you to find your own personal style, and the expert in-house
jewelers can also custom-make the jewelry of your dreams.

Call Jaron Solomon for the Best Deal in Atlanta! Direct: 404.926.2064
3340 Peachtree Rd NE | Suite 1700 | Atlanta, GA 30326

www.solomonbrothers.com


